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Investigation 

Number of the week 

The number this week is 3. 

E.g. Mrs Evans has found… A 

number 3 on the front door, 3 

snowdrops in the garden, 3 

cakes in the box What can you 

find? As your child counts the 

objects encourage them to 

touch them and say the 

number out loud. Maybe you 

could draw the number in the 

sand with a stick. Look for the 

numeral, maybe on a Birthday 

card or a road sign. 

. 

Spring walk 

Can you have a walk out and about 

and spy signs of Spring.. 

What are the signs of spring? Are 

the days getting longer. 

Can you find some bulbs growing or 

trees in bud? Have you spied any 

baby animals in the fields? 

Have a good look over the next 

couple of weeks. 

Maybe you could use a magnifying 

glass. Can you do some 

observational drawings ? 

Story Time 

Can you share the Traditional tale 

Jack and the Beanstalk 

What other traditional tales can you 

read ? 

 

 

Garden 

 

Have a look in the garden for 

different shaped flowers and 

leaves… How are they the same ? 

How are they different? 

Chat to your grown up. How do the 

grow ? 

 

Can you make a repeating pattern 

Petal/leaf/petal/leaf/petal 

 

Leaf /stick/ leaf/ stick  

Growing - chatterbox 

Can you create a box of 

different objects connected 

with Gardening and growing.. 

 

Maybe you will pop in some 

garden tools, seeds, 

magazines. Plant pots etc. 

Talk about the different 

objects   

 

 

Visit to a Garden Centre or a Nursery.. 

 

Take a visit to a local garden centre. What is the there ? What can I buy? 

Who visits the garden centre? Who works at the garden centre. How do you 

pay for the things you want to buy?  Maybe you could buy something to plant 

in your garden. Could you have a look through some gardening magazines or 

catalogues.  

 

In the supermarket/ Shops 

 

Have a look at different fruit and 

vegetables. Talk with a grown up 

about where they come from. How 

do they grow. Do they grow from a 

seed ? Do they grow underground or 

on top of the ground?  

 

 

 

 

Be as creative as you like…. I 

can’t wait to see you 

photographs at the 

Playdough 

Can you make some green playdough 

and create your own beanstalk. I 

Name writing 

Have a go at practising your name, 

using your name card. Think carefully 
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wonder if you can put 5 leaves on 

it. 

about holding the pen in the correct 

way..  

 


